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Duct tape is like the force. It has
a light side, a dark side, and it
holds the universe together....
-Carl Zwanzig

SAF ACCOUNT
AT -150K$,
YET I’M OK
…and other
USG News.
by John Pastore ~ Daily Bull

The big news is that the Undergraduate Student Government is running a deficit
of six figures in its Student
Activity Fee account. Money
flows into this account from
the SAF line item on every
student’s tuition bill. This
SAF account now stands at
-$153K.
The account which now processes student organization
reimbursements is the “Subsidiary Allocation” which is
funded for the whole year to
the tune of $280K from the
SAF. Similarly, the SBG’s have
their semester’s $91K worth
of funding. The Opportunities Fund has been powered
up by some 20K$. University Traditions consumed
another $58K, and Student
Activities plots 51K$. All this,
coupled with the SAF itself
funded only $300K per se...see Macro Micro? on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... liek rnadmo typoes!

Unicorns Upset About Association With
Gay Community
By Lunartic ~ Daily Bull

A curious phenomenon of the late “We are sick and tired of being seen as
20th and early 21st century is the reas- symbols of homosexuality!” said Peggy
signment of certain cultural symbols. Sys. “That association is completely unPeople have taken
founded and goes
things with a symbolic
starkly against who we
meaning that has lasted
are and have always
for ages… and then
been!”
completely flipped it
around on whims for
The instances are not
the sake of whimsy.
hard to find. There exEaster eggs harkened
ists a news site called
to witch hunts – the
“Unicorn Booty” which
eggs were created
caters to gay readers.
by pagans celebrating
Pretty much everyone
spring equinox and
who uses the Unicorn
when they were found,
badge in the HALO
they had a witch to
games is seen as gay.
burn. Marriage rings
And let’s face it; you
were a down payment
were probably thinking
given to wives so that
it just now. But why is
if the husband skipped Robot Unicorn does not have sex. this so?
town, she would have He’s too busy ramming stars. He
something to sell so lets the factory reproduce for him. Until this symbol-rethat she could pay for whatever children assignment in the last few decades,
he left her with. What we now know as unicorns were actually symbols of purity
a children’s song “Ring Around the Rosy” and innocence. They were vehemently
was actually a mnemonic for the bubonic anti-sexual, and they only ever appeared
plague.
to virgin women. Their elusive beauty
harkened to the beauty and grace of
But until now none of those symbols innocence.
have actually stood up for their traditional
meaning. The unicorns are the first.
And now, gay.
...see Unisex...? on back

And the freshmen are in full swing now.
Don’t forget to sleep in Monday!

... Macro Micro? from front

mester has left the SAF account with
a -$153K balance, and a predicted
value of $55K come next spring. As
I’ve been told, this isn’t a problem it will rectify itself come spring when
the next SAF allocation triggers, it simplifies accounting, and is a common
enough practice for various university
accounts anyways. It just looks really
bad right now.
Speaking of awkward financial matters, some student groups have received a letter from the USG which
tries to explain that the invoices for
services from on-campus departments ought to be paid up. To prevent such future letters, a new protocol for charging this kinda stuff has
been invoked. One can still just pay
the department directly, but if one
would like one’s SAF money to pay it,
one’ll need to:

C: decide if you want an invoice you
can pay at the cashier’s office (as it
was earlier) or if you want it automatically deducted from your groups allocation.
This will hopefully deal with the
problem of people making dozens
of photocopies while driving around
spilling liquid nitrogen everywhere,
and not paying for it.

A brilliant quote: I want either less
corruption, or more of a chance to
participate in it. If you’d like to
be a member of this distinguished
group of peopleoids, fret not if
you’re a freshman or a third year
student: it’s election season and
there are 4 and 3 open positions
respectively. Nominations open
for the first years come the 7th
and remain so for a week; direct
queries to the USG desk or the
A: get the department to output an president. The rest of you could
allocation sheet to the USG
show up and offer your opinions
B: get the USG to confirm it, and
at meetings, and hope that someone vanishes into a corporate
internship leaving a you-shaped
hole. As a former freshman whinylittle-anarchist-bitch, I can state that
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mediated commercial advertising.

“This is an outrage!” cried Billy Manes,
himself an influential unicorn. “This is
What follows are few more succinct nothing short of dumping brine into
things brought up at the meeting. the purest of waters!”
PANK magazine is planning on publishing material soon enough. The This uproar has sparked another uproar,
Inter Christian Council is getting some this one coming from the gay commukind of speaker for a Rozsa show. nity itself. The unicorn movement for
There’s now a basketball club. The separation has caused such comments
MUB Poster sale may be delayed due accusations as calling the unicorns
to the poster company’s road crew homophobic and bigoted.
suddenly quitting. MUB Board is planning an RSVPable-over-Involvement- “That’s not it at all!” said Sys, responding
Link tourney for Labor Day of that to the above concerns. “Our problem
isn’t that we’re being associated with
the homosexual identity, it’s that we’re
being associated with sexuality of any
sort!”
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Regarding something totally free to
student orgs, the clock/temp/advert
Kiosk in front of the MUB may have
some sort of modification conducted soon, to deal with the unsightly
condensation. Anyone can request
on behalf of a student organization a
space in this kiosk to advertise whatever the hell kind of event they want
for two weeks; Mary Ann in the MUB
offices can help with that. If y’all
don’t fill it up soon, it may become
tainted with the sickly sweet taste of

... Unisex...? from front

Somewhere,
something
went
wrong. They’re working to fix it, we
hope. MONEY MONEY MONEY.

said one of the couple. They indicated
that they’re actually very queer positive
– as long as you don’t do the naughty
in bed with anyone at all ever – and accepting of everyone regardless of their
gender, romantic, or sexual identities.

The unicorn population does have a
single black sheep, however. His name
is Bucky, who is bisexual and quite
popular in gay bars. He’s into horseplay
and admitted to one of our reporters
that he frequently used the healing
power of his horn to cure STIs and
remove hangovers. He’s since been
estranged from his family since they
couldn’t bear to be around a child so
tainted by sex and debauchery. He’s
also the only unicorn to willingly carve
Sys enlightened our reporters on some his horn to resemble a phallus.
issues of unicorn culture – they are
all completely asexual and celibate. Question remains as to whether or
Some question whether or not they not the unicorns will ever truly shake
have sexual characteristics at all. They the association with gay culture. Sys
do not reproduce sexually – because has said that the two things are “both
eww – but instead are the sole remain- morally neutral, but culturally incompating patrons of the Mr. Stork population ible.” Bucky, however, seems to be
service.
enjoying it. Other unicorns feel that the
current stereotype is simply beating a
To disprove the myth that unicorns dead horse.
would be homophobic, Sys introduced us to her neighbors, a male-male Meanwhile, our co-reporter is absent
loving couple. While some might call on a brief – OH GOD, BUCKY!
them gay, they prefer
the term “homoromantic” (also used by
non-unicorn asexuals)
to describe their love.
They do everything
that every other couple does – they hold
hooves in the park, go
to the movies together
and share candlelit
dinners between cuddles – except for sex.

wonderful management game, golf.
Travis Peirce is now, in addition to being Director of Housing, the Director
of Student Activities. Finally, if you
know who the next dean of engineering is, there is currently a search for
that person planned from 10-11AM,
in M&M 724. Nets and Man-catchers “We’re just a species
will be provided.
that doesn’t like sex,”

Unicorns are misunderstood. This unicorn is deranged.

